
10 best floor jack for lifted trucks

Lifted car owners do not need an ordinary floor jack, and that's a fact. If you are driving a
lifted truck, you know why. First of all, Jack must lift your car to enough height and withstand
large weights. Also, you will need a jack to work well on the different terrain because who
knows where the road can take you.

The best floor jack is easy to use and works fast. It also must have a good durability track
record. But how do you choose the best option when you have so many choices?

That's why we've created our list of the top 10 best floor jacks that we believe do their job
best. We tried to maintain diversity, including small, manoeuvrable jacks and real monsters.

This article will help you choose a floor jack that you may not have known before, but it turns
out you needed it.

TCE AT83006U Torin Hydraulic Trolley Service/Floor Jack - 3
ton (6,000 lbs)



The Torin TCE AT83006U floor jack is constructed with heavy-duty steel and is made for
long-term usage.

With a 3 ton (6,000 lb) weight capacity, it has a minimum lifting height of 5-7/8" inches
(14.92 cm) while the maximum is 20-7/8 inches (50.8 cm). This floor jack is an excellent
choice for lifted trucks.

The floor jack is equipped with two big steel casters and two swivel casters for better
mobility. The single-piston rapid pump allows you to raise the jack to the desired height with
ease. A safety bypass system ensures safe operation.

● Easy to use.
● The hydraulic trolley floor jack constructed with heavy-duty steel and providing

long-term durability.
● Equipped with (2) large steel casters and (2) 360-degree swivel casters for smooth

mobility;
● Extra-long saddle neck for saving time when lifting higher vehicles.
● Safety bypass system prevents overloading.

Check the latest price on Amazon

Blackhawk B6350 Black/Red Fast Lift Service Jack - 3.5 Ton
(7,000 lbs)

https://www.amazon.com/TCE-AT83006U-Hydraulic-Trolley-Service/dp/B087DW4GNL


If you are looking for a floor jack that is fast and secure, then Blackhawk is the right choice
for you.

With 7,000 lb capacity (3.5 ton), this service jack is designed to lift your truck fast to the
jacking point. Safety features include a built-in bypass device to prevent damage from
overpumping and a swivel saddle for easy jack positioning. Heavy-duty steel construction
provides long-term durability.

The Blackhawk has a maximum lifting height of 22 inches (55.88 cm) and operates under
most SUVs and lifted cars.

TIP- The hydraulic jack is designed to lift, not support the object. Consider that after lifting,
loads must be supported by a jack stands.

● Built-in internal safety valve and vent plug ensure safe operation.
● Swivel saddle provides easy jack positioning and user safety. The saddle diameter is

4 inches (10.16 cm).
● Rugged universal joint for precise load control
● Great for working in the garage and other outdoor activities such as picnics or ball

games.

Check the latest price on Amazon

Alltrade 640912 Black, All-In-One Bottle Jack - 3 ton (6,000 lbs)

https://www.amazon.com/Blackhawk-B6350-Black-Fast-Service/dp/B0054WGRBA


The Powerbuilt 3 Ton All-in-One UniJack is designed to lift and hold regular and lifted cars
securely.

With a conventional jack, it's hard to lift and hold a unibody vehicle properly. The problem is
that when the car is raised with a jack, there's no space left to add a jack stands.

The Powerbuilt 3 Ton (6,000 lbs) All-in-One solves this problem with an original design. It
safely lifts and securely holds a Unibody vehicle using a single lift point.

The floor jack has a Large steel base for stability under load.

It offers a lift range from 11 to 21 inches (28 to 53 cm). Jack is perfect for trucks and SUVs.
The Powerbuilt is easy to move and doesn't take too much space.

● Safety bar locks unit at the desired height. This jack is for trucks and off-road type
vehicles.

● Highly durable. Wide steel base for stability under load.
● A strong safety bar keeps the jack from lowering once raised to the maximum height.

Check the latest price on Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/Alltrade-640912-Black-All-Bottle/dp/B003ULZGFU


ATD ATD-7390 5 Ton Long Chassis Service Jack - 5 ton (
10,000 lbs )

This ATD extended chassis jack is an excellent choice if you are an SUV or lifted truck
owner.

This floor jack allows lifts up to 10,000 lbs (5 tons). The highest lift height is - 27 inches (68
cm). This jack has the highest lifting point among other conventional floor jacks.

The actuated handle release valves provide a precise metered lowering control. The
heavy-gauge steel frame helps prevent distortion or twisting. Foot pedals are designed for
fast, no-load lifts.

One of the only downfalls of this jack is its size and weight. You likely won't be transporting
this floor jack around anywhere except within the shop. You'll need a little extra small to store
this beast while it's not being used.

● Heavy-duty hydraulic performance for garages, equipment dealers, commercial
service, and more.

● Welded hydraulic pump and cylinder construction for increased strength.
● Chrome-plated ram for additional rust resistance.
● Front wheels with roller bearings and ball bearing-mounted rear caster wheels

provide stability and easy mobility.
● Bypass safety valves prevent use beyond the rated capacity.
● ASME PASE 2019 standards.



Check the latest price on Amazon

Hi-Lift Jack HL484 Steel Jack - 3 ton (6,000 lbs)

If you want your truck's unusual high lift floor jack, you are looking for an HL484 Hi-lift jack.

This tall beast is constructed with a mix of cast components and four high-strength stamped
steel components. The lift capacity is 3 tons (6,000 lbs). This jack is a special one because it
can lift your car at 48 inches (122 cm). It's higher than other car jacks on this list.

Since it's not a usual floor jack, it can be used only in limited situations. It means depending
on the surface Hi-lift jack can be very unstable. It also may bend under high load or angled
positions. However, it works fine for most vehicles.

● It is constructed with cast iron.
● Top winch connector clamp and powder coated finish with zinc-plated hardware

standard on all jacks.
● The two-piece handle and the socket is durable and reliable.
● Safe use information stickers, including rated load details and operating instructions,

affixed to handle.
● A shear bolt prevents the jack from being used on loads greater than 3.5 tons (7,000

pounds).

Check the latest price on Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/ATD-ATD-7390-Long-Chassis-Service/dp/B000OUXTBS
https://www.amazon.com/Hi-Lift-Jack-HL485-Red-Cast/dp/B000688VNE


Torin Big Red Hydraulic Bottle Jack - 12 Ton (24,000 lb)

The brand is famous for making high-quality, durable bottle jacks available in various sizes.
So if you are looking for a tool that can lift to 12 tons (24,000 lbs), you’ve already found one.

Torin Big Red Hydraulic Bottle Jack features a high-performance glide-action pressure pump
designed to lift with minimal effort.

JacK is powered with high-quality oil for corrosion resistance and temperature flexibility. This
monster is 100% factory tested for reliability and safety.

The maximum lift is up to 18.25 inches (46.35 cm), which is enough for changing tires or
repairing mirrors. Despite its durable and sturdy structure, the jack only weighs 5.1 lbs.

It has a built-in oil bypass when it comes to safety and meets ASME PASE standards.

● It’s designed for residential and commercial use.
● A Serrated, heat-treated saddle for generous lifting area.
● Steel construction for quality and durability.
● The Glide-action pressure pump for lifting with minimal effort.
● Integrated built-in oil-bypass and overload valve that protects the hydraulic system

from extending beyond limits
● ASME PASE safety standards.



Check the latest price on Amazon

Omega Lift GQ035 Floor Jack - 3.5 ton (7,000 lbs)

The Omega lift is a fantastic choice for owners of lifted trucks.

It features a heavy-duty frame and extended chassis. Big front wheels and rear casters
provide you with effortless manoeuvring. A built-in bypass device prevents your jack from
over-dumping.

The lifting range varies from 4 inches to 21-5/8 inches (10 - 53 cm).

It’s a solid jack, but not for a heavy-duty full-size truck. Otherwise, the Omega Lift floor jack
is an excellent choice for home or professional mechanics working on jacked trucks.

● It is built with strength and durability.
● Heavy-gauge construction, cast iron lift arm, and the flanged side plates add strength

and rigidity.

https://www.amazon.com/Torin-Hydraulic-Bottle-Jack-Capacity/dp/B000234ISU


● The large swivel saddle with a 4-3/4 inches (12 cm) provides easy jack positioning
and user safety.

● The patented built-in bypass device protects the hydraulic system from over-pumping
damage.

Check the latest price on Amazon

Pro Eagle Kratos Off-Road Jack - 3 ton ( 6,000 lbs)

It’s not easy to use a floor jack in the dirt or on the sand. So, here comes the Pro Eagle
Kratos 3 off-road to save your day.

With massive, non-pneumatic, composite wheels, this god of war will make its way through
sand and mud. The comfortable high-lift extension makes it ideal for lifted trucks.

Pro eagle Kratos off-road provides you with 28 inches (73.15 cm) of height lift for your car.
With a capacity of 3 tons (6,000 lbs), it's perfect for small and moderate lifted trucks and
SUVs.

● It is designed to get you out of any backcountry situation.
● The built-in sand plate gives this off-road jack flotation on mud, dirt, sand. Solid steel

axles hold up 3 tons.

https://www.amazon.com/Omega-Lift-GQ035-Floor-Jack/dp/B08BBBFPGC?tag=garagespot05-20


● Features high capacity, pneumatic, composite wheels for durable, high capacity
lifting. Large wheels roll through sand, over rock, and that pebble on your shop floor.

● Features sealed ball bearings for smooth rolling and operation in dusty/sandy race
conditions.

Check the latest price on Amazon

Arcan ALJ3T Quick Rise Aluminum Floor Jack 3 ton (6,000 lbs)

Arcan ALJ3T is a solid floor jack with durable construction, but it's pretty pricy. So if you're
okay with paying extra for premium quality, this is the best choice.

Its ace in sleeve is aircraft-grade aluminium construction. Because of that, It provides
mobility and ensures solid performance even under heavy loads.

The bypass and overload valves avoid the risk of overloading the jack, while it will lift your
vehicle to 17.5 inches (44.45 cm). The rubber saddle and a foam handle bumper will prevent
your car from accidental scratches.

Arcan puts all of its lifting equipment through precise third-party safety testing to meet all
standards.

● Lightweight aircraft-grade aluminium for easy mobility.

https://www.amazon.com/COOKE-Hydraulic-Lifted-Extreme-Vehicles/dp/B0794J5VRB


● Dual pump pistons to quickly raise the floor jack saddle to load.
● A reinforced lift arm Increases strength, chassis torsion control, and durability.
● It is designed with a rubber saddle and a foam handle bumper for vehicle protection.
● Side-mount handles for convenient jack positioning.
● Bypass and overload valves prevent overloading of hydraulic ram and jack use

beyond rated capacity.
● ASME PASE-2014 SAFETY STANDARD.

Check the latest price on Amazon

Powerbuilt 620422E Heavy Duty Triple Lift Jack - 1.8 ton (4000
lbs)

This innovative jack includes padded lift rails and a removable lift saddle, making this one
such a handy tool. Triple lift jack will work from motorcycles and cars to trucks and ATVs.

Although jack is expensive, it to performs reasonably well under the most challenging
conditions. It weighs 85 pounds (38.55 kg),  but it does come with a handy set of wheels, so
weight is not a big deal.

A locking safety bar holds the jack firmly in one place when the vehicle is raised. This useful
feature means that there is no need for any other jack stands.

The Lifting range for this floor jack is from 5-1/4 in. to 17-3/4 inches (12.7 - 43.18 cm).

● The patented design features both a removable lift saddle and padded lift rails.
● The locking safety bar holds the jack in place once raised.
● Patented design features both a removable lift saddle and padded lift rails

https://www.amazon.com/Arcan-ALJ3T-Aluminum-Floor-Jack/dp/B0047D2FWM


● The flexible design allows the Triple Lift to adapt to multiple types of vehicle frames
● ANSI standards.

Check the latest price on Amazon
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https://www.amazon.com/Powerbuilt-620422E-Heavy-Duty-Triple/dp/B00336EN60

